Corrections

PHARMACOLOGY. For the article “Beneficial effects of antioxidants and L-arginine on oxidation-sensitive gene expression and endothelial NO synthase activity at sites of disturbed shear stress,” by Filomena de Nigris, Lilach O. Lerman, Sharon Williams Ignarro, Giacomo Sica, Amir Lerman, Wulf Palinski, Louis J. Ignarro, and Claudio Napoli, which appeared in issue 3, February 4, 2003, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (100, 1420–1425; first published January 13, 2003; 10.1073/pnas.0237367100), the authors should have noted that Louis J. Ignarro developed and markets Niteworks, a dietary supplement of L-arginine, L-citrulline, vitamin E, and vitamin C. Dr. Ignarro is also a member of the Scientific Advisory Board of Herbalife, the distributor of Niteworks.

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0237367100

PHARMACOLOGY. For the article “Long-term combined beneficial effects of physical training and metabolic treatment on atherosclerosis in hypercholesterolemic mice,” by Claudio Napoli, Sharon Williams-Ignarro, Filomena de Nigris, Lilach O. Lerman, Loredana Rossi, Carmen Guarino, Gelsomina Mansueto, Francesco Di Tuoro, Orlando Pignalosa, Gaetano De Rosa, Vincenzo Sica, and Louis J. Ignarro, which appeared in issue 23, June 8, 2004, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (101, 8797–8802; first published May 28, 2004; 10.1073/pnas.0402734101), the authors should have noted that Louis J. Ignarro developed and markets Niteworks, a dietary supplement of L-arginine, L-citrulline, vitamin E, and vitamin C. Dr. Ignarro is also a member of the Scientific Advisory Board of Herbalife, the distributor of Niteworks.

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0402734101

COMMENTARY. For the article “Flow, NO, and atherogenesis,” by John P. Cooke, which appeared in issue 3, February 4, 2003, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (100, 768–770; first published January 27, 2003; 10.1073/pnas.0430082100), the author should have noted that this work was supported by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (Grants R01 HL-63685, R01 HL-75774, R01 AT/HL00204, P01 AG18784, and P01 AI50153). Dr. Cooke is the inventor of patents owned by Stanford University for asymmetrical dimethylarginine (ADMA) assays and for the use of L-arginine in cardiovascular disease, for which he receives royalties. Dr. Cooke is a consultant for United Therapeutics.

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0409058101